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This thesis is written in an effort to compile, for the first time,
all the information that is available and necessary for the design and
construction of strip transmission line systenns. Data for this work
has been accumulated through study and experimentation at the U. S.
Naval Postgraduate School from 1953 to 1955, and while affiliated with
the Airborne Instruments Laboratory as a junior engineer from 1 Jan-
uary to 15 March 1955.
The author is indebted to Dr. Eugene Fubini and Mr. Winfield
Fromm whose foresight and perseverance have greatly advanced the
state of the art; and to Messers Henry Keen, Warren Offutt, Robert
Maleck, James McDonough and the others at the Airborne Instruments
Laboratory who freely gave the author the benefit of their knowledge and
wide practical experience in the field. }j.e also wishes to thank Profes-
sors Donald A. Stentz and Jesse G. Chaney for reading the manuscript
and for valuable discussions.
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The strip transmission line is a new and remarkable nneans of trans-
ferring electronnagnetic energy at microwave frequencies. It was first
conceived, according to the best available information, by V. H. Rumsey
and H. W. Jamieson during World War II as a power divider for an an-
tenna system [37], In 1949. interest was revived in the field of strip
transmission lines when R. M. Barrett showed that this technique could
be used to replace many types of microwave components [2] . Since
that tinae, it has been studied and developed, both theoretically and ex-
perimentally, by many educational institutions and commercial compan-
ies. An overwhelming number of papers from these sources have been
published reporting their individual findings. Each paper covers a spe-
cific facet of the field and from this myriad of information, much that
is necessary to design and construct a strip transmission system can
be gleaned. However, due to the nature of these papers < this would re-
present a formidable task. The author has extracted the information
necessary fronn these reports, has filled in the gaps between the unre-
lated reports, has utilized his own experimentation and discussions with
the authors of some of the reports, and herein presents a complete pic-
ture of the work that has been done on the strip transmission line.
Included with this information is the first presentation of an original
analysis of the hybrid junction. This thesis has been prepared in a form
that will allow an engineer, familiar with basic microwave technique,

to design and construct a complete strip transmission line system.
Lengthy mathennatical derivations have not been included in this
report when they are available in other works. However, the results
and conclusions have been noted and the source of the complete deriva-
tions is available in the Bibliography.
The opening section of Chapter II is a general discussion of the
types of strip transmission lines. The balanced strip transnriission line
is covered in more detail due to its inherently wider application. Unbal-
anced microstrip is discussed briefly with numerous references in the
Bibliography for those primarily interested in microstrip. In a logical
manner, the author then provides design information concerning the char-
acteristic impedance, attenuation, velocity of propagation, and enviro
-
mental considerations. The components required for complete systems
are covered individually in detail in Chapter III: transitions from coaxial
line or waveguide, slotted sections, bends, tees and power dividers,
loads and attenuators, tuning devices, impedance transformers, low and
high pass filters, and band pass filters utilizing resonant elements. In
Chapter IV, the hybrid junction is analyzed through the use of an equiva-
lent circuit, and the results attained are applicable to coaxial lines, H
plane waveguide, and strip transmiission lines. Connplete strip line and
microstrip systems are discussed and illustrated in Chapter V. Printed
antennas, an extension of the strip transmission line concept, are dis-
cussed in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER II
GENERAL STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE CONSIDERATION
1, Types of Strip Transmission Lines
Since this is the first paper that has been written integrating all
forms of strip transmission lines, there is no exactly defined termino-
logy available to discuss the field. Therefore, definitions of the terms
to be used in this thesis are needed. The following definitions have been
generally accepted through common usage.
Strip Transmission Line -- A general term referring to all trans-
mission lines composed of a rectangular strip over an effectively infinite
ground plane or between two effectively infinite ground planes.
Balanced Strip Transmission Line -- That group of strip transmis-
sion lines which have the strip, or center conductor, placed between two
effectively infinite ground planes. It is considered balanced due to the
identical field configuration above and below the center conductor.
Unbalanced Strip Transmission Line -- The strip transmission line
that has the strip over an effectively infinite ground plane. It is unbal-
anced since the fields above and below the strip are not the same.
The general catagories may be further divided into the four types
of strip transmission lines that are known to be in use at the present
time.
Strip Line -- A balanced strip transmission line with a solid center







Figure 2. Balanced Strip Transmission Line
Field Configuration
Figure 1 is a simplified sketch of the strip line configuration.
Figure 53 is an excellent example of a complete system constructed of
strip line. The field configuration of all the balanced strip transmission
lines to be discussed in this paper is shown in Figure 2. An examina-
tion of this field configuration will show that it operates in the dominant
or TEM mode, and bears a close resemblance to that of a coaxial line.
Strip line in low powered, complex networds has many advantages
over conventional coaxial line or waveguide. The entire network, in-
cluding components, may be etched on a single strip center conductor
and enclosed between two ground planes with considerable saving in size.
I
weight, cost and time consumed in manufacturing. It is essentially a
low loss device, since the center conductor is supported in air. With
silver-plated ground planes and center conductor, a theoretical and
measured "Q" in excess of 5,000 maybe obtained. The one disadvan-
tage of the strip line is mechanical. The strip must be supported by
beads or edge supports, involving special design and construction problems.
Sandwich Line -- A balanced strip transmission line with a solid
center conductor supported rigidly between the ground planes by
dielectric.
Figure 3. Sandwich Line
Sandwich line has the same advantage over coaxial line and wave-
guide as strip line. It may be made physically smaller than a strip line
with the same electrical characteristics due to the reduction of the wave
length because of the dielectric constant of the supporting nriedia. A
sandwich line may be constructed very inexpensively by the juxtaposi-
tion of two sections of copper clad dielectric. The center conductor is
etched on one side of the dielectric and the copper on the other side is
retained as a ground plane, resembling microstrip which is discussed
later in this section. Then, a second section of dielectric with the cop-
per only on one side, serving as the second ground plane, is placed
_
over the center conductor forming the sandwich line. The disadvantage
of the sandwich line is that it has a lower "Q" than strip line due to the
loss inherent in all coramon dielectrics.
Stripline -- A balanced strip transmission line that is essentially
the same as strip line except that the center conductor is composed of
etched, copper-clad strips on opposite sides of a thin dielectric sheet,
as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Stripline
The dielectric sheet serves as a convenient means of support for
the center conductor. There is some loss caused by the dielectric sheet,
but it is small, because the sheet lies in the fringing fields between the
strip and the ground planes. There is a slight reduction in the wave-
length along the line due to the dielectric. The effect of the dielectric
has not been satisfactorily determined analytically as yet, but it has
been determined experimentally that there is a reduction in wavelength
of from two to eight percent. The amount depending on the extent of the
fringing fields, and the thickness of the dielectric sheet.
Microstrip -- An unbalanced strip transnnission line composed of
a thin strip conductor supported over a ground plane by a uniform die-

lectric sheet
, as shown in Figure 5. A complete microstrip system is
shown in Figure 54.
Figure 5. Microstrip
Figure 6. The Field Configuration of Unbalanced
Strip Transmission Line
Figure 6 is a sketch of the field configuration of unbalanced strip
transmission line. An examination of this field configuration will show
that it bears close resemblance to a two strip transmission line with a
conducting plane, placed at the zero voltage line midway between the
two strips, replacing the second strip. The fields are the same above
the ground plane as they would be if the conducting plane was removed
and the second strip replaced.
Microstrip is smaller and simpler to construct than any of the bal-

anced strip transmission lines. The simplicity of the construction is
due mainly to unbalance of the system. Connections may be made direct-
ly to the strip through the ground plane without the special precautions
that are necessary to maintain balance when making the same type of
connection with balanced strip transmission line.
Reference [l] is an excellent paper with numerous illustrations dis-
cussing most of the theoretical and experimental work that has been done
on microstrip.
Strip line and sandwich line are results of the original work of
R. M. Barrett and his predecessors. Microstrip was developed by the
Federal Telecommunications Laboratories. Stripline was developed
by the Airborne Instruments Laboratories.
2. Characteristic Impedance and Frequency Limitations
The geometrical configuration of the balanced strip transmission
line is not one that leads to a straightforward mathematical analysis.
The determination of the characteristic impedance is, therefore, a com-
plex problem that is virtually impossible to solve rigorously for all
practical applications. The problem has been independently solved by
several people with varying degrees of success depending on the approx-
imations used, and is still under study to provide a more accurate solu-
tion. The solutions obtained during the early years of the strip trans-
mission line investigation provided a reasonable approximation for the
characterictic impedance [2] [4] . Recently S. B. Cohn completed his
solution of the problem with a calculated maxinnum error of 1. 24%,
and has published the result in useful, graphical form [12] , His solu-
tion has been verified within the litnits of measurement accuracy at

A. I. L. Figure 7 is a comparison of the computed and measured char-
acteristic impedances at several arbitrarily selected points. Figure 8
is a nomograph based on Mr. Cohn's work, that was prepared by Elio
Sion at A. I. L. The nomograph provides a rapid means of determining
the parameters that govern the characteristic impedance. However it
is not as accurate as the original graphs. Should the reader require
precise values for the characteristic impedance, the original graph has
been reprinted in the following references [14] [15] [22] . Two later
solutions of the characteristic impedance problem have been published
that are somewhat more precise than Mr. Cohn's [3] [35] . However,
since Mr. Cohn's solution is theoretically as accurate as necessary for
practical work and has been experimentally proven to be reliable, it
will be used as the means of determining characteristic impedance
throughout this paper.
All of the solutions of the characteristic impedance problem have
been computed for a solid center conductor. The results have been suc-
cessfully used as an excellent approximation for the determination of
the characteristic impedance of stripline with the overall thickness of
copper clad dielectric considered as the strip thickness. When the
data for the characteristic impedance is used for the design of a strip
transmission line network, the ground plane spacing, center conductor
thickness, and characteristic impedance are normally fixed, and the
width of the center conductor is made to correspond with the other para-
naeters. The designer should not fail to consider the possibility of
changing the center conductor thickness in sections requiring a change
of impedance. The ring of the hybrid junction, that has a changing
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TRANSVERSE DIMENSIONS OF STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE
Figure 7. Comparison of Calculated and Measured

























impedance, (see Chapter III,) serves to illustrate where this philosophy
may well be employed.
The characteristic impedance of the balanced strip transnnission
line has been computed assuming that the center conductor is located
precisely midway between the ground planes. In practice it may prove
difficult to fix exactly the position of the center conductor. Because of
this difficulty, the effect of a slight offset in the center conductor was
checked experimentally at A. I. L.. and found to be negligible. Actually
an offset of 53% of the distance from the center position to the ground
planes caused only a 22% reduction in the characteristic impedance.
The test was made for one particular configuration but is considered to
be generally applicable.
A lower limit of the characteristic impedance that can be used for
a given balanced strip transmission line geonr\etric configuration and
frequency is imposed because of the excitation of higher order modes.
This phenomenon is analogous to the limiting condition of coaxial line
where the mean circunnference between the center conductor and outer
shield must be less than a wavelength to maintain propagation in the
TEM mode. The exact deternnination of the linniting condition in bal-
anced strip transnnission line is complicated again by the geometry
and fringing capacitance, but a first order approximation may be obtain-
ed by considering the mean circumference about the strip. The cut-off
frequencies of the higher order modes have been deternnined by com-
puting the effective width of the strip considering the fringing capaci-
tance as additional strip width [28] [34] . The limiting frequency is
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Figure 9. a curve showing the cut-off wavelength of higher order nnodes
as a function of strip width and ground plane spacing, is a result of the
computation of Prof. Oliner of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. Points
falling above the line indicate that the line in question can operate only
in the dominant TEM mode and cannot excite higher order modes.
Figure 10 provides the same information as Figure 9. but is presented
in ternns of maxinnum frequency, characteristic impedance, and ground
plane spacing. The curve was computed at A. I. L.. based on the work
of Mr. Jasik [28]
The ground plane spacing is limited to less than one half wavelength
regardless of the characteristic innpedance, because spacings one half
wavelength of greater will allow parasitic TEM parallel plate radiation.
Figure 11 shows the results of an experimental test of the effect of
parallel plate radiation. The test was conducted with a pair of ground
planes with no center conductor and fixed spacing that had a signal of
varying frequency impressed between them. From the curve of the in-
sertion loss, it can be seen that there is essentially no propagation until
the ground plane spacing approaches one half wavelength. In the exannple,
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The attenuation in a strip transmission line results fronn losses of
two types. The dissipation of the center conductor and ground planes
due to the surface resistivity of the metal, and the dissipation of the
dielectric medium surrounding the center conductor due to the conduc-
tance of the dielectric material. The reduction of attenuation is of prime
importance in any system designed to transfer energy. Considering the
factors that result in the attenuation of a strip transmission line, it
should be obvious that the attenuation may be minimized as follows:
1. Select a dielectric material with the lowest possible conduct-
ance. This information is given as the loss tangent in the com-
mon properties of material tables.
2. Select nnetals with low surface resistivity for the ground planes
and center conductor. The center conductor material is more
important due to the higher current density over its surface
particularly at the corners. The entire system may be silver
plated to insure mininnum loss due to the conductor.
3. The center conductor should be nnade as large as possible,
commensurate with the factors that determine its width and
thickness, to reduce the loss by increasing the surface area.
Thus, reducing the current density at the corners of the strip.
4. The ground plane spacing should be as large as possible within
its limits to spread the fields at the surfaces of the ground
planes and, thereby, reduce the current density and thus the
loss in the ground planes.
The analytic determination of the attenuation is a complex problem
17

due to the non-uniform current density in the center conductor. However,
an elaborate calculation of the attenuation in strip line and sandwich line
has been connpleted by S. B. Cohn. The results, are estimated to be
accurate within ten percent for strip line or sandwich line and provide
a Sonnewhat optimistic estimate for stripline, and are available in con-
venient graphical form [14] [15] . The parameters of the graph are
characteristic impedance, dielectric constant, thickness of center con-
ductor, ground plane spacing, and frequency. The graph is computed
for copper conductors, but may be scaled proportionally to the specific
resistivity of any conductor. As an exannple of the attenuation that nnay
be expected from strip line, a typical value is taken from the graph.
The attenuation is 0. 0065 DB per foot with a characteristic innpedance
of 50 ohms, a ground plane spacing of one inch, a center conductor thick-
ness of 0. 030 inches and a frequency of 1000 MC.
The validity of the innpedance graph has been confirmed by measure-
ment of the Q of resonant elennents at A. I. L. and the results are shown
in Figure 42. The measurement procedure and relationship between Q
and attenuation are discussed in section 9 of Chapter III. Figures 12
and 13 show the measured attenuation of various types of balanced strip
transmission lines as a function of characteristic impedance.
4. Velocity of Propagation
Signals are transmitted along a balanced strip transnnission line,
as they are with any device operating in the TEM or dominant mode, at
a velocity equal to the velocity of light in the medium. This is based on
the usual assumption that conductors are perfect and the nnedium in which
the wave is transmitted has no conductance. This assunnption is valid.
18

to a close approximation, in normal strip transmission lines, since the
conductors employed have been selected mainly for their high conduct-
ivity, and the dielectrics have been chosen for low loss. The materials
that are generally used for the center conductor are copper and brass.
The ground planes are nornnally made from aluminum. Copper, alum-
inum, and brass have conductivities that are high enough for most appli-
cations, but should a still higher conductivity be required, the system
may be silver plated. The materials used to support the center conduct-
or are teflon innpregnated fiberglass, expanded polystyrene, and poly-
styrene since these materials have almost negligible losses.
Each type of balanced strip transmission line has special features
that effect the velocity of propagation, therefore, they will be discussed
iitiividually as follows:
Strip Line. The velocity of propagation along a strip line is for all
practical purposes equal to the velocity of light in free space, because
it has an air dielectric throughout most of its length. The occasional
supports that are required are as small as possible, and are naade from
low loss nnaterials such as expanded or regular polystyrene
Sandwich Line The velocity of propagation along a sandwich line is
equal to the velocity of light in the mediunn. It is simply derived from
the following basic relationship:
V = 1 - c
TJTT y Cj
Stripline The velocity of propagation along stripline is sonnewhat
less than the velocity of light in free space. An exact analytic determin-
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effect of the thin dielectric that is located in the fringing field of the
strip, and since there are other problems of greater importance, the
calculation has not yet been nnade. The velocity of propagation may be
readily determined experimentally, however, by measuring the wave-
length along the line at a particular frequency. The velocity of propa-
gation is then given by:
V = Af
The velocity, determined in this manner, has been found to be from two
to eight percent less than the speed of light, the exact amount depending
on ground plane spacing, characteristic impedance, and thickness of the
dielectric sheet. The author made a velocity of propagation measure-
nnent in conjunction with the work on the hybrid junction. The condition
and results are included here as an example of the effect of the dielec-
tric sheet. With a ground plane spacing of three eighths of an inch,
characteristic impedance of 70 ohms, dielectric sheet thickness of 0.020
inches, and a frequency of 5500 MC, the velocity of propagation along
the line was four percent less than the velocity of light in free space.
5. Design and Construction
The center conductor is the heart of a balanced strip transmission
line. The overall perfornnance of a system depends to a large degree
on the accuracy of the layout and the precision of the construction of the
center conductor. The techniques to be discussed in this section are
applicable to both the solid strip, and the strip made from copper -clad
dielectric, i. e. , strip line, sandwich line, stripline, and with slight
modification of viewpoint, to inicro strip.
The technique to be enmployed in forming the center conductor de-
22

pends on the quantity to be produced. For large quantity production, a
photo etching process, identical with that used to produce conventional
printed circuit boards, would normally be used. For the production of
a few items, or for development work, the center conductor may be pro-
duced by hand. Figure 14 illustrates the use of the height gauge to accu-
rately layout a center conductor to be finished by hand. Appendix A con-
tains a brief discussion of the photo etching process, since the technique
has become fairly well known, and a detailed discussion of the construc-
tion of the center conductor by hand, because the reader probably is not
familiar with the technique and it is not published in the literature.
The ground planes used with strip line, stripline, and some forms
of sandwich line are usually made from aluminum plate due to its high
conductivity and light weight. Plate thickness of from one -eighth to
three sixteenths of an inch are normally used to insure sufficient strength
to maintain constant spacing throughout the ground plane area.
The support of the center conductor of strip line and stripline may
be acconnplished by various means. For experinnental purposes, where
the center conductor is frequently changed, strips of polyfoam cut to
fill the space between the center conductor and the ground planes pro-
vides a simple support. Figure 26 shows polyfoam supporting a strip-
line center conductor; the polyfoam used between the upper ground plane
and the center conductor has been removed to show the construction of
the center conductor. Figure 25 shows a polyfoam support for the strip
line center conductor. In this example, a slot was cut in the polyfoam
to hold the strip. The strip was not completely encased in the polyfoam,
reducing somewhat the effective loss of the system.
23

Figure 14 . Hand Scribing Center Conductor Configuration
by Use Of Height Gauge
24

Polyfoam is the almost perfect dielectric. The dielectric constant
has been measured as 1. 05, and the loss is much lower than that of
solid polystryrene. Since polyfoam is in sponge form, it is mainly com-
posed of air with some polystyrene spaced throughout its volume to pro-
vide body for the material.
Polyfoam is not suitable for the construction of operational equip-
ment unless special precautions are taken. Since it does not have the
strength of the solid dielectrics, it will deform if subjected to shock.
The porous structure of polyfoam tends to collect moisture if subjected
to high humidity, therefore to preserve the dielectric and loss proper-
ties of the entire system, a moisture proof shield is required. Poly-
foam is inexpensive and readily available from florists and department
stores as well as through standard sources.
More solid permanent supports nnay be made for strip line from
expanded polystyrene or other suitable dielectrics. These supports may
be made as solid beads as shown in Figure 37 or as edge supports as
shown in Figure 53. To compensate for the change in characteristic
impedance due to the dielectric constant of bead supports, the strip
may be undercut at the bead. The effect of the supports may also be
reduced by using them in pairs with a quarter -wave length spacing,
Stripline supports are an almost trivial nnatter. The supports will
not effect the operation of the line if they are placed two ground plane
spacings fromi the strip. Therefore, either metal or dielectric blocks
of any convenient shape may be used to support the dielectric sheet




DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF COMPONENTS
1. Transition to Coaxial Line and Waveguide
The transitions to coaxial line and waveguide to be discussed in
this section were devised by experimentation after a thorough investi-
gation of the basic principles involved. The method of attack was deter-
mined from field configuration, stray capacitance, impedance etc.
,
then the optimum configuration was attained through experimentation
by systematically varying the parameters in accordance with expected
behavior.
The miost common transition is that used to convert fronn coaxial
line to balanced strip transmission line of the same characteristic im-
pedance as shown in Figure 15.
End
Strip Center Conductor
Figure 15. Transition from Strip Transmission Line
to Coaxial Line
This transition had a measured VSWR of 1. 05 in the range of impedances
50 to 75 ohms with ground plane spacings of three -eighths to one -half
inch frequency 1. 8 to 6 KMC. Therefore, this transition may be
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used without further consideration within this region or for any non-
critical application. However, if precise information is required for a
specific transition, the measurement procedure that was used for the
above design is given as follows. The required angle of the taper, intro-
duced to reduce the capacitance at the discontinuity, is deternnined by
the method of Deschamps [17] [39] . A sliding load was moved along
the coaxial line and impedance measurements were naade by probing
the fields about the strip. Section 7 discusses slotted lines applicable
to this measurement.
S. B Cohn has independently determined and reported [15] that the
transition of Figure 15 provides a good impedance match. However, he
has determined that the disturbed fields set up by the transition extend
along the strip line a distance of approximately twice the ground plane
spacing. A more squared off transition has a shorter disturbed field
approximately equal to ground plane spacing, but does not provide as
good impedance match. The method used by Cohn to make this measure-
ment is novel and is included here for possible use in other situations
where the disturbed fields about a discontinuity may be of interest.
An audio signal is applied at the input of the strip transmission line.
The field is probed with a strip slotted section whose output detector is
tuned to the audio signal. The disturbed field region is indicated by a
low output from the detector. The area where the fields are undisturbed
is indicated by a high constant output at the detector.
The waveguide to strip line transition shown in Figure 16 was
designed in a manner analogous to that of a current loop for power out-
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1. to maintain the characteristic impedance of the strip trans-
mission line at 50 ohms. Note the wider section in the wave-
guide due to the greater ground plane spacing. (Here the top
and bottom of the waveguide are considered the ground planes).
2. to prevent propagation of the waveguide mode into the strip
line by means of the restricted section which acts both as the
strip line transition and a waveguide beyond cutoff for the
waveguide mode.
3. to facilitate the removal of the strip line assembly from the
waveguide by returning the loop to the reinovable restricted
section. Electrically the loop could have been fastened to the
top or bottom walls of the waveguide. This incidentally pro-
vides an integal DC return required for crystals etc
The VSWR of the junction with a matched load on the strip line and
the measurement made with a conventional slotted section in the wave-
guide, shown in Figure 17 is seen to be about 1. 5 from 2. 6 to 3. 5 KMC.
Strip transmission line also may be coupled to waveguide by means
of the coaxial transition discussed earlier in the section and a conven-
tional waveguide to coaxial transition (usually a probe in the waveguide).
This type of transition is shown in Figure 37.
All the previously mentioned transitions were coupled to the edge of
the strip transmission line, so that electrical balance of the systenn was
maintained. Often it is convenient to couple power through the ground
planes to permit effective use of the outer surfaces of the ground planes
for mounting tubes, components etc. Figure 52 illustrates the effective
use of one outer surface of a pair of ground planes for mounting the
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equipment associated with a strip line system. A coaxial connection
through the ground planes naay be made directly by passing the coax
center conductor through the ground plane and connecting it to the strip
line at a right angle as shown in Figure 18, or by placing a strip line to
coaxial transition in the proper position between the ground planes, then
coupling through one of the ground planes with a coaxial right angled
bend. The direct connection, although simple to construct, induces a
special problenn. The lead from one side of the strip destroys the bal-
ance of the strip line and tends to propagate parallel plate modes between
the ground planes. This undesired propagation may be reduced by the
use of mode suppressors, i.e. , the 1/4 diameter spacers shown in Fig-
ure 18. The mode suppressors form short waveguides beyond cut-off
and thus reduce the spurious radiation. Figure 19 shows the SWR in
the coax with a nnatched strip line load as a function of frequency.
2. Matched Loads and Attenuators
At microwave frequencies, loads and attenuators perform the func-
tions of resistors and potentiometers which cannot be used unless spe-
cial precautions are observed. The large physical size of a resistor or
potentiometer compared to the wavelength introduces an unknown react-
ance and thus prohibits, for all practical purpose, the use of convention-
al resistances or potentiometers in microwave networks.
An attenuator, like a resistor, is used to dissapate the incident
energy, but due to the characteristics of a high frequency network, care
must also be taken to insure that there is little or no reflection. Loads
and attenuators may be readily constructed for use with balanced strip
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1, Place the load or attenuator in the region of greatest field
strength.
Construct the load or attenuator from a material that induces
high loss to the incident energy.
Shape the load or attenuator so that it will gradually attenuate
the incident wave and thus minimize reflection.
One of the many possible types of loads that nnay be constructed is
shown in Figure 20, It will be noted that the load was designed in accord-
ance with the basic concepts of load design. The main portion of the
load is concentrated between the strip and the ground planes, the region
of greatest field strength. The material used for the load is polyiron,
which has excellent loss characteristics at microwave frequencies. The
long narrow taper of the load, pointed in the direction of the oncoming
wave, provides a means of gradual attenuation. The large block at the
end, filling the space between the ground planes, provides mechanical
strength as well as loss. Three of these loads are shown in Figure 55
as they were used in connection with a hybrid junction measurement.
Figure 20, A Polyiron Load with a VSWR of 1. 02
The load could also have been constructed with the point of the taper
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centered between the ground plane and the strip, forming long narrow
pyramids above and below the strip. This form should exhibit a lower
reflection due to its more gradual taper.
A fixed attenuator, to dissipate part of the incident power and trans-
mit the remainder, is designed in the same manner as a load, but in
this case, the lossy material should not fill the space between the ground
planes and the strip. A fixed attenuator is shown as part of the system
of Figure 53. The flat diamond shaped piece of lossy material that is
bolted to the opened ground plane is the lower half of the attenuator.
A variable attenuator, to attenuate a controllable amount of power,
is constructed in accordance with the basic attenuator design require-
ments with a nnechanical means of adjusting the amount of lossy naater-
ial that is inserted in the region of strong electric field. Figure 53
shows three identical, rotary variable attenuators that result in a low
SWR due to the gradual manner in which the lossy material is inserted
over the strip.
The polyiron material, mentioned in the preceding portions of this
section, is made from a mixture of powdered iron and aralydite. The
attenuation and machinability of this material relies upon the compound-
ing and curing of the ingredients. A detailed discussion of the loss
characteristics and method for preparing polyiron that was developed
at A. I. L. is provided in Appendix B.
Although polyiron may be used for satisfactory loads and attenua-
tors in most applications, there are other materials that may be more
convenient. I. R. C. resistance cards may be used singly or stacked
to approximate the load shapes that have been previously discussed
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in this section. Since the loss is not as high as that of polyiron, loads
made from resistance cards tend to become quite large. A load with a
VSWR of 1. 02 at 3,000 MC had a length of approximately six inches,
which is twice the length of a comparable polyiron load. Resistance
paper or cloth nnay be used for temporary loads by cutting out a trape-
zoidal section and winding it around the center conductor so that it forms
a flattened cone. The paper or cloth should be wound until there is a
gradual taper from the center conductor to the ground planes. A load
was rapidly constructed from the black paper that accompanies photogra-
phic film and exhibited a resistance of 5000 ohms per square area. It
had a VSWR of I. 3 at 5000 MC and certainly could have been improved
if more care had been taken in its construction or if material with a
higher loss had been used.
The loads and attenuators that have therefore been discussed con-
sisted of lossy material in the region around the strip. This type is
most commonly encountered, however the use of a high resistance cen-
ter conductor should not be overlooked. For instance, the center con-
ductor of a system may be extended by a length of nicrome of the same
cross section to provide a matched load, or a fixed amount of attenua-
tion may be attained by replacing a section of the center conductor with
nicrome [40] ,
3. Bends in the Center Conductor
In a strip transmission line network, it is usually necessary to have
center conductors which turn corners to properly connect the components
of the network. It has been found that a square or uncompensated right
angle bend introduces a theoretical and measurable VSWR of approxima-
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tely two, due to the added capacitance at the corner [34] . It would
appear that if the sharp corner was replaced by a gradually rounded
turn, the harnaful effect of the corner would be rennoved. A rounded
corner does reduce the reflection to a negligible value, but only when
the radius of the turn is greater than five times the width of the strip.
A much simpler and more effective means of reducing the discontinuity
at a bend is to truncate the corner. Several apparently independent
investigations [1] [29] [34] have shown that essentially reflectionless
bends, i. e. VSWR's of 1. 04 can be made in all four types of strip trans-
mission lines for right angle bends with properly truncated corners.
The proper cut for minimum reflection for any angled bend up to 90
is determined by drawing lines from the inside corner to the outer edge.
These lines should meet the outer edge of the strip at right angles.
Then draw another line across the corner connecting the points where
the first two lines intersected the outer edge of the strip. Cut off the
corner along this line, and a virtually reflectionless bend is completed.
Following this procedure, a right angled bend would have the corner cut
off at a 45 angle. Should an angle of greater than 90 be required, two
of the aforementioned bends can be used and placed in close proximity.
4. Tees and Power Dividers
With strip transmission line, power n:\ay be readily divided from
one main arm to two or more side arms. In designing a tee or power
divider, the pertinent considerations are the input impedance, the pro-




An impedance match at the input of a tee or power divider is obtain-
ed by having the sum of the characteristic conductances of the side arms
equal to the characteristic conductance of the input arm. It must be
realized, however, that with a simple tee, it is impossible to have an
impedance match at all the arms [31], The hybrid junction can be used
in situations where this is required. In fact, the hybrid junction may
have received the name "magic tee" from the fact that it is a tee matched
at all arms.
The power delivered to each arm relative to the power in the input
arm is given by the ratio of the input characteristic conductance to the
characteristic conductance ofeach arm.
The problem of the discontinuity at the junction of a tee has been
studied to a linaited extent. Experimentally it has been found that a
matched tee junction introduces a discontinuity and thus sets up a stand-
ing wave in the input arm. The discontinuity is due to additional capa-
citance caused by the large center conductor area at the junction. It
may be removed by cutting a notch in the center conductor at the inter-
section of the two arms as shown in Figure 21.
^
Figure 21. A Compensated Tee Junction
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The proper size for the notch may be determined experimentally.
Work at A I. L. has shown that a 90 notch across the width of the side
arnns provides a reasonable input impedance nnatch. If the reader de-
sires to pursue this problem further in an analytical manner, an equiva-
lent circuit has been derived and is available in reference [34] ,
A study of tee junctions is in progress at Stanford Research Institute
and should be completed and available in the near future [15].
5. Line Impedance Transformers.
The familiar quarter-wave transformer provides a convenient nneans
of transforming the impedance of one transmission line to match the im-
pedance of another line or component. A single quarter-wave transformer
furnishes a perfect impedance match at a single frequency, if its impe-
dance is chosen as the geometric mean of the input and output line im-
pedances, and the effect of the discontinuity is properly compensated.
To provide an impedance nnatch over a wide band of frequencies, a
series of quarter-wave transformers or a tapered section may be em-
ployed. The impedance of each section c£ the series of quarter-wave
transfornrxers must be properly chosen to obtain the minimum variation
of innpedance over a wide range of frequencies. The selection of the
natural logarithm of the ratios of adjacent impedance, in accordance
with the terms of binonnial expansion, has long been considered the
proper method of design for a series of quarter-wave transformers [25].
^An innproved type of design that utilizes the terms of the Tchebyscheff
polynomial [13] will be discussed here, since it can be shown analyti-
cally that the Tchebyscheff design will, for a given SWR, provide maxi-
mum bandwidth or for a given bandwidth, provide minimum SWR.
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Figure 22 is a full size sketch of a Tchebyscheff design of a series
of transformers. The complete design of this example and complete
design information for a series of transformers in accordance with the
terms of the Tchebyscheff Polynomial will be found in Appendix C
.
"X
50 ohms 54.7 71.7
/ 104. 7 136.9 150
L ^
r 4
Figure 22. Tchebyscheff Design of a Series of
Quarter-wave Transformers
The effect of the discontinuity at the steps may be reduced if the
corners are removed. Limited experimental investigations have indi-
cated that a corner cut off at a 45 angle, as shown in Figure 13, reduces
the effect of the discontinuity to a negligible value.
A direct comparison of computed and measured behavior of the
Tchebyscheff design with strip transmission line is not available at this
time. However, a comparison has been made with the coaxial line and
the results given below are considered to be directly applicable to strip
transmission line.
A three section, four step, coaxial line impedance transfornaer
operating in the frequency range of 1,000 to 2,000 MC with
Z
, ,
= 112. 2 ohms and Z . = 46. 3 ohms
n+l 1
The maximum VSWR computed was 1. 034
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The maximum VSWR measured was 1. 045
The maximum VSWR was also computed for the binomial distribu-
tion and was I. 11.
The tapered section does not provide as good an impedance miatch
as a series of transformers over a band of frequencies. However, it
is mentioned here because it is simple to construct. All that is required
is a linear taper from one strip width to the other. With a taper, mini-
mum reflection occurs when the length of the taper is a multiple of a
half-wavelength. An example of the results attained from a taper,
returning again to coaxial line data, is:
Frequency range two to one
Taper length of 1. 5 wavelengths (Equivalent of six quarter -wave
sections)
Input and output impedance ratio of 1. 63
Maximum SWR of 1. 13
6. Stub and Capacitive Tuners.
A strip transmission line may often be used in conjunction with com-
ponents, such as crystal detectors, that have input resistances and re-
actances which are different from the characteristic impedance of the
line. An abrupt change of innpedance must be corrected in any micro-
wave system, and with strip transmission lines, there are several
methods, either fixed or adjustable, that are available to compensate
for the effects of impedance discontinuities. The methods are, in gen-
eral; single or multiple stubs, capacitive screws or eccentrics, and




Single or multiple stubs The tuning or matching stubs which are used
with strip transmission line are like those used with coaxial line.
Shunt stubs are most common because all that is required is a simple
coplanar perpendicular extension of the center conductor. Fixed
stubs are generally terminated in an open circuit since a stub with an
open circuit termination may be simply etched or otherwise cut out
when the center conductor is formed. The length, characteristic impe-
dance, and position of single or multiple stubs may be determined by
standard transmission chart techniques.
A stub of fixed length and impedance but adjustable in position may
be made from a small block of nnetal with a slot cut in one end. This
will allow the block to be slipped over the edge of the center conductor.
The thickness of the block must be considered in determining the char-
acteristic innpedance of the strip.
Capacitive screws and eccentrics The impedance of a strip transmis-
sion line may be varied by changing the capacitance between the center
conductor and the ground planes. In strip transmission lines, impe-
dance changes of this type are usually used when it is desirable to do
the tuning or matching after the system is completed. This is done by
placing machine screws through the ground planes over the center of
the strip; thus allowing the depth of penetration of the screw to be ad-
justed from the top of the ground plane. Or it nnay be accomplished by
having eccentric discs of dielectric or metal that may be rotated from




The eccentric may be somewhat more difficult and costly to manu-
facture, but due to its symmetry above and below the center conductor,
it does not interrupt the balance of the line [8] [32] . Figure 12 of
reference [8] is a sketch of capacitive tuning screws and a graph of the
variation of response of a resonant element with tuning. Figures 9 and
10 of reference [32] illustrate the configuration and use of eccentric
dielectric tuning elements.
Gaps or holes in the center conductor Tuning or matching of a fixed
nature may be accomplished by cutting a hole or placing a gap in the
center conductor. The effect of holes and gaps has been computed by
Oliner and verified by measurements made at A, I. L. [29] [34] .
The references give both the design considerations of Oliner and the
unique measurement procedure used at A. I. L. Figures 23 and 24
provide the values of the reactances of a pi representation of a round
hole in a balanced strip transmission line.
7. Slotted Sections.
Slotted sections are the most versatile measuring devices available
to the microwave engineer. They are simple to construct in balanced
strip transmission line and may be used in either the development of
strip components or with conventional microwave components, when
standard slotted sections with the desired characteristic impedance or
frequency range are not available. Conversion fronn the strip slotted
section to conventional components may be nnade with any of the transi-
tions discussed in section 1. There are two types of strip slotted sec-
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Figure 24 . Shunt Capacitance of Round Hole in Center Conductor
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shown in Figure 26.
The end probe section closely resembles the well known Hewlett
Packard slab line [42] . Its advantage over the slotted ground plane
section is that the fields in the vicinity of the strip are not disturbed by
a slot. The slight error that this section might cause in the nneasure-
ment would be due to the energy that is necessarily drawn by the probe
and the disruption of the fields by the probe. This device serves best
when measuring a straight length of strip. With a complex system that
extends in both directions from the line to be measured, there may be
difficulty in getting the probe into the desired position. Also special
consideration must be given to allow for variation in ground plane
spacing. The end probe slotted section of Figure 25 has a unique solu-
tion to this problem. The carriage fromi a conventional slotted section
is fitted to the flanges of the channel beams that form the ground planes.
A series of three step notches and mounting holes are provided to allow
the ground plane spacing to be adjusted to 1/4", 3/8", or 1/2" . A
standard tuned probe assembly is used with the probe length, increased
so that it is able to extract power from a strip that is placed well within
the ground planes. Using the standard carriage provides an inexpensive
,
mechanically movable carriage for accurate positioning of the probe.
The slotted section with the slot in the ground plane is more versa-
tile, simpler to construct generally, and is connpletely independent of
ground plane spacing. It is versatile because the slot may be placed
wherever desired in any system no matter how complex. It is simple
to construct since all that is required is a standard machine cut slot in
one of the ground planes and a probe to fit in the slot. However, there
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are several refinements that may be taken from standard slotted section
design that can increase the measurement accuracy. For instance, taper
the ends of the slot to reduce the discontinuity at the beginning and end
of the slot. If tapering is too costly a machine operation, snnall sections
of lossy material may be placed at the ends to reduce the affect of the
discontinuity. The slot should be as short and narrow as possible to
limit radiation. Two wavelengths of probe travel is generally ample.
To provide an accurate position marker, the probe must not rotate. This
can be accomplished in either of two ways. First, with a ridge in the
block that supports the probe, allowing the probe to travel along the slot
but not turn. If the ridge is made to fit into the slot accurately and is
flush with the underside of the top ground plane, there will be some re-
duction of the slot interference in the vicinity of the probe. The second
method, as illustrated in Figure 26 has a guide on the outer surface of
the slotted ground plane to provide accurate positioning of the probe.
A standard steel scale may be used for distance measurements; however,
graph paper could be used as a temporary measure. The vernier indi-
cator was made and scribed by hand. In the slotted line pictured, no
precaution was taken at the ends of the slot, and it could have been thin-
ner and shorter, but good results were obtained with measurements of
well-matched loads that were made in the center of the slot showing a
VSWR of 1.05.
8. Low and High Pass Filters.
Low and high pass filters have long been standard features of
microwave networks. With balanced strip transmission line, these
filters may be rapidly constructed at low cost to be used as part of con-
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ventional microwave networks or ideally as part of a strip transmission
line system. Strip transmission line filters are now conamercially
available with adaptors to connect to coaxial cable.
The theory and design of coaxial line filters based on the effect of
the changes in the line impedance nnay be found throughout the literature.
A particularly complete coverage of the principles and design of trans-
mission line filters, including specific design details,may be found in
Chapters 26 and 27 of Very High Frequency Techniques [36] . A slight-
ly different approach to the problem, believed to originate with H. Keene
at A. I. L. is based on the consideration of the protrusions fronn the
sides of the center conductor of a strip transmission line as shunt stubs,
not as a change in line impedance. This approach leads to a rather
straightforward analysis of the problem. However, both methods of
attack result in essentially identical designs. The consideration of the
side elements of the filter as shunt stubs will be discussed here briefly,
due to its simplicity and because it is not generally available in the lit-
erature.
The design of a low or high pass filter in general consists of replac-
ing the elements of the well-known lumped constant equivalent circuit
with series and parallel sections of transmission line of appropriate
length and characteristic impedance.
The following is the lumped constant or equivalent circuit of a low

























L = By definition (2)
Therefore:
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X. = 2irf L = 2R
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Fronn relations (3) and (4) we may draw a new equivalent





Figure 27 shows the center conductor configuration that will pro-








Figure 27. Prototype Section for Strip
Transmission Line Low Pass Filter
The design of a low pass filter proceeds as follows:
1. Select Z . . This value should be as high as possible com-
mensurate with ground plane spacing and nninimum width allowable for
mechanical consideration.
2. Determine t> , . The section of line ternninated by the trans-
verse element is represented by the induction cross arm of the equiva-
lent circuit and is determined from the familiar transmission line
relationship:
Z = jZ^tan^ (5)
sc
This equation may be used since it has been shown experimentally
that there is a voltage mode or equivalent short circuit at the ends of
the prototype section. Therefore:






3. Determine 0^ • ^^® length of the transverse elements are
determined from the consideration of the mininaum high frequency that
the filter may be allowed to pass energy again. The lowest frequency
above f that will not interfere with the operation of the filter is se-
c
*^
lected. The geonnetric mean of this frequency and f is determined.
Then 0^/2 is computed to be a quarter wavelength at this mean fre-
quency. ^2^^ should actually be made somewhat shorter than the
connputed value, since the fringing capacitance at the end of the elements
lengthens them slightly [28] [29] [34] .
4. Determine Z ^ • The transverse element is actually two




5. The values for the "m" derived matching sections are obtained
in the same manner using the appropriate values from the equivalent
circuit,
6. The number of prototype sections employed is determined by
the sharpness of cut-off desired. The attenuation at cut-off increases
about six DB per octave for each additional section.
Figure 28 is the actual size center conductor for a stripline low pass
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filter with f = 1500 MC, input and output impedance = 50 ohms.




Figure 28. The Center Conductor of a Low Pass Filter
The normalized input resistance and reactance of a twelve section
low pass S band filter without the "m" derived impedance nriatching end
sections is shown in Figure 29. Note how the input resistance falls off
to zero in the rejection band i. e. frequencies above f . This follows
from theoretical expectation because where there is no input resistance
the network cannot dissipate power.
Figure 30 shows the response of a twelve section, low pass, S band
filter with "m" derived innpedance matching in sections (m = . 6).
A comparison of the response of a five section filter designed by
the method discussed in this section and a varying impedance filter
designed in accordance with reference [36] is shown in Figure 31. Both
of these filters had matching end sections.
High pass filters may be designed in the sanae manner as the low
pass filter. The equivalent circuit of the high pass filter requires
lengths of trai^smission line approximately one quarter wavelength lon-
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Both low and high pass filters are easily constructed using the strip-
line technique, with fixed capacitance in place of the effective capacitance
of the short lengths of line. Figures 32 and 33 illustrate a high pass fil-
ter of this type, and Figure 34 shows its response versus frequency. The
cut off frequency of the filter is 600 MC and the resonant frequency of the
impedance matching end sections is 462 MC. The series capacitance in
the main line is achieved by placing gaps in the top and bottom strips,
staggered so that one overlaps the other forming a series of small two-
plate capacitors with Teflon glass dielectric. The values of capacitance
required, about two to six micro micro farads, are easily obtained by
adjusting size of the overlap. Initial experiments indicated that there
was radiation between the plates due to an unbalance in the potential on
each side of the center conductor, however this was eliminated by con-
necting the top and bottom strips at the critical points of unbalance with
small pins. The shunt inductive elements are lengths of line of the pro-
per length, termiinated by a shorting block.
Low pass filters may be constructed as shown in Figures 35 and 36.
Two-plate Capacitors are formed by etching small identical areas of
metal on opposite sides of the dielectric. One side is grounded and the
opposite side is connected to the length of line that serves as the series
inductance. The inductive lengths of line are curved merely to reduce
the overall size of the filter.
9. Resonant Elements and Narrow Band Pass Filters,
The performance of the resonant cavities used with coaxial line and
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Figure 34 . Response of Stripline High Pass Filter











Figure 35. Construction of Compact Stripline Lx)w Pass
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Figure 36 . Response of Compact Stripline Low Pass Filter
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of balanced strip transmission line. With the resonant element techni-
que, stable transmission and rejection filters with extremely narrow
frequency bands can be placed between the ground planes of a strip trans-
mission systena simply by altering the configuration of the center con-
ductor [8] [20] [32] .
Figure 37 shows a strip transmission line resonant element filter.
Actual prism resonant cavities could be built between the ground planes,
but the excellent results obtained from resonant elements has naade re-
search in this direction unnecessary.
The basic concept of strip transmission line resonant elements is a
relatively simple one. Cut two gaps on the center conductor leaving a
fixed length of resonant element in series with the line. The frequencies
that cause the length of the element to be an integral number of half wave'
length will be passed while all other frequencies will be severely atten-
uated. The actual design of a practical filter is complicated by the at-
tenuation along the line, the loading effects of the gap capacitance, and
the effect of voltage distribution when multiple elements are used.
The series and fringing capacitance at the gap has been determined
experimentally [8] [29] . The results of the measurement at A. I.
L.. are shown in Figures 38 and 39. This data conforms with calcula-
tions that were made frona an analytically determined equivalent circuit
of the gap [34] . The voltage distribution, which alters the effect of the
capacitance at the gaps, is shown in Figures 40 and 41, These factors
will be discussed further during the development of resonant elennent
filter design.
The unloaded Q of the circuit is of primary importance in the design
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Figure 37. A Full Wave Resonant Element Narrow Band
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Figure 41. Voltage Distribution in Two and Three Elennent Filters
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of a narrow band filter. It is directly related to the attenuation, pre-
viously discussed, by the standard relation valid for any TEM trans-
mission line:
Q.. = £ . 27
^
^ "^nepers °^DB/a
The unloaded Q of a resonant element nnay be easily measured. The
following procedure is applicable with equal coupling and matched input
and output impedances.
1. Measure loaded Q. It is the ratio of the resonant frequency to
the difference in frequency of the points where the output is down three
DB frona its value at resonance.
2. Measure insertion loss. This is readily accomplished by sub-
stituting a lossless connector for the filter at the resonant frequency,
and measuring output power in both cases.





output power with filter
available power to a matched load output power with connector
4. Calculate the unloaded Q. This relationship is easily derived
or is available in the hand books [19]
The agreement between the computed unloaded Q determined from
the theoretical attenuation and the measured Q is shown in Figure 42.
The nrieasurements were made with silver plated center conductors and
ground planes with a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms, and a ratio





The gap capacitance effectively lengthens a resonant element as a
top loading capacitor lengthens a short antenna. A convenient method
for representing the effective gap capacitance is shown in Figure 45.
The physical resonant length of a loaded element is determined by sub-
tracting the effective line length that is added by the gap capacitance.
The length of a halfwave element may then be expressed byv
^c2^f21 f 1L = [it - arctan l ^^—=i—=- - arctan — ^ =-
2'
^ot^ci+^n] V^cz+^fz]
since the loading capacitance is determined from:
X = -jZQCOt[90° - a ] = - jZ^tan
with X and 5C the capacitance as shown in Figure 43. The capaci-
tors are considered in parallel, assuming that the impedance of the in-










Figure 43. A Single Resonant Elenaent Filter With Top
Ground Plane Removed Showing Gap Reactance X and
Fringing Reactance to Both Ground Planes X, .
To determine the band pass characteristics of the filter, the loaded
Q must be computed. The following procedure has been used at the
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Airborne Instruments Laboratories to determine the loaded Q. Assume
a ficticious loaded Q based on infinite unloaded Q [29] .
then
q'
= X - 1 with Q., = oo
JL , C U
I
^L ^L QU
With the complete design requirements of a single element filter
available, additional elements may be added. The voltage distribution
of multiple elements within the pass band of the filter precludes the use
of a syncronously tuned nnultiple element filter. However, by judicious
selection of the gap spacing and the resonant lengths of the individual
elements, the frequencies of the individual resonances may be obtained
in accordance with the Butterworth of Tchebyscheff distribution to opti-
nnize the skirt selectivity and the flatness of the pass band[27] . The
manner in which the voltage distribution along the filter effects the fre-
quencies of resonance is shown in Figure 41. Considering the two ele-
ment filter of the illustration, it can be seen that the fixed length ele-
ments provide two resonant frequencies. This effect results from the
change in the effect of the capacitance due to the change in the voltage at
the gap. At f . there is a voltage null or an effective ground point be-
tween the elements, therefore, the capacitance at the end of each of the
elements is effectively the sum of C, plus C in parallel. At i-,
there is no voltage difference across the gap, therefore C has no ef-
fect and the terminating capacitance is merely C, . This effect is
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shown schematically in Figure 45.
Figure 44 shows the response of a three element filter with the
zero DB reference that of a straight through coupler. The three distinct
humps in the response curve are due to the different voltage distribu-
tions along the filter. It is also interesting to note the detrimental effect
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THE SHUNT HYBRID JUNCTION
1. Introduction
The hybrid junction has long held an important place in coaxial and
waveguide transmission systems, but it has not been used to its full
advantage because of constructional difficulties and high cost. However,
now with the strip transmission line technique, the hybrid junction may
easily be constructed inexpensively and interest in exploiting all its
possibilities has been renewed. Several of the more common uses are:
balanced mixers, baluns, directional couplers, tees with all three arms
nnatched, and means for providing isolation for two systems feeding
power to a single line.
The strip transmission line hybrid junctions, like those of coaxial
line and H plane waveguide, is a shunt hybrid junction, because the load
impedances are effectively connected to the junction in parallel. All of
the shunt hybrid junctions, whether strip transmission line, coaxial
line, or H plane waveguide, will have the same response to changes in
frequency, load impedance etc. Therefore, the general remarks and
analysis of this chapter and Appendix D are directly applicable to all
forms of the shunt hybrid junction.
2. Characteristic of the shunt hybrid junction
The hybrid junction is a versatile device that may be constructed in
several forms with many interesting applications. The reader is prob-
ably familiar with many of these, so rather than dwell on this point, the
junction will be analyzed mathematically. Then, after the characteris-
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tics of the junctions analyzed become apparent several of the more conn-
mon practical applications will be discussed.
To develop the characteristics of the shunt hybrid junction, a gener-
al equivalent circuit will be drawn and the analysis will be made on the
basis of that circuit. This form of analysis follows from the work of
Budenbaum [9] . Figure 46 represents the center conductor of an arbi-
trary four arnn strip transmission line junction, with arm characteris-
tic admittances Y , connecting line characteristic admittances Y ,
on * n
and connecting line mean lengths L
Figure 46. An Arbitrary Four Arm Junction.
As the first step in determining the equivalent circuit of the junc-
tion, a pi equivalent of the lengths of transmission line that connect the
arms will be drawn, assuming lossless lines. Only lines of one quar-
ter and three quarter wavelength will be considered; since these are
the only connecting line lengths used, at the design frequency. Lines
of arbitrary lengths representing frequencies off the design frequency
are reserved for the general discussion of Appendix D.
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for L = -74 the pi equivalent circuit is:
-JY




Now armed with the equivalent circuits for the lines around the ring of
the junction, we are prepared to attack specific cases.
Case 1.
Arm 2 Arm 3
Arnn I Arm 4
Figure 47. An Actual Size Center Conductor for a C
Band Strip Transmission Line Hybrid Junction With
Yq = w^ nahos, and a ground plane spacing = 3/8"
The equivalent circuit of the hybrid junction shown in Figure 47 is;
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From the determinant, the cofactors A , and the total value ^ aremn
obtained. The symmetry of the determinant greatly simplifies the
computation.
^11 = -^22 " ^33 = ^44 2 Y





^3 = ^31 = ^24 = ^42 =
= 4Y^
From elementary theory [7] :
The input admittance Y of arm n is defined as:^ nn
Y = n _ A
nn ~ E ~ A
n nn
The transfer admittance from arm m to n is defined as;
Y = n^ = Amn ~ E ~ A
n mn
Therefore, the input admittance of all four arms
^11 ^ ^22 ~ ^33 " ^44 " ^^0 ^ ^^^^® •" Y junction
From this we can see that all four arms are matched. The input
admittance, as calculated, includes the admittance looking into the June
tion and the admittance of the load.
There is perfect isolation between arms one and three
Y,3 = Yjj = CO
rr = oo Therefore: E_ = with a finite current
^3 3
applied at arm 1.
and
--r— = 00 Therefore: E, =
^1 ^
With a current applied at terminal one, the voltage at terminals two and
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and four are 180 out of phase,
3
_12 , -jn^O ^ .1 = 180°
^14 +J)^y3
The voltage at terminal two and four are in phase when a current is
applied at terminal three
,
The power applied to terminal one or three is divided equally between




n ' n' nn '
Sinailarly:
P, P- P-
~X = —1. = -J- = 1/2
^A P, Pa4 2 4

















Figure 48. Two Hybrid Junctions with Identical Electrical Characteristics.
Shown actual size with Z of 50 ohm ground plane spacing of 1/4" ,
frequency at 5000 MC,
The equivalent circuit of the junction shown in Figure 43 is:
ij^fl^
'W^




Y ^ i Y =F
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The cofactors and value of the determinant are:
^1 = ^22 = ^33 = ^44 = ^^0
^2 = ^21 = -j2rrY;
^31 = ^3 = ^24 = ^42 = -2)^Y^
^34 = -^43 = jzrTY
^14 = ^41 = ^23 = ^32 = °
= 8Y
and the input and transfer admittances are:
Y =Y =Y =Y sz ZY
11 22 ^33 ^44 '^ ^0
Y = Yn2 ^21 = jzrTY,
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^13 " ^31 " ^24 = ^42 = -^^2^0
Y = Y
^34 43 = j^rFY,
^14 = ^41 = ^23 = ^32 = °°
Following the procedure used in Case I, it is apparent that: the input to
all four arnns is matched, there is perfect isolation between arms one
and four, with a signal applied to either arm one or four the output from
arm two or three are 90 out of phase, power input to arms one and four
divides evenly between arms two and three, and the voltage produced at




Figure 49. Hybrid Junction with Different Arm Admittances
The procedure for the analysis of this junction is similar to that of
Cases I and II, and the details are left to the interested reader. This
junction has the same characteristics as that of Case I except that the




3. Practical Applications for the Hybrid Junction
From the characteristics of the hybrid junction deduced from the
preceding section, nunnerous practical applications nnay be determined,
and many of these will be enumerated here. These applications by no
nneans exhaust all the possibilities, and the reader should be able to
provide countless other uses, as well as many rannifications to those
considered.
Tee Junction with Three Arms Matched -- The impedance of all of
the arms of the hybrid junction analyzed are matched to the respective
lines at the design frequency. Therefore, the junction may serve as tees
with all of the arms matched.
Directional Coupler with Three DB Coupling -- The junction may
serve as directional couplers with three DB coupling, since the analy-
ses show that one -half the input power is coupled to each of two output
arms.
Hybrid Transformer -- The hybrid junction may serve as a hybrid
transformer; i. e. , a transformer with two independent inputs that are
isolated from each other, yet both provide power to a common output.
A consideration of the analysis shows that the junction has complete iso-
lation between two arms and the inputs from both these arms are evenly
divided between the other two arms. The following schematic of a hybrid
junction, Figure 50, illustrates how this property may be applied to a
radar system. The object here is to have the transmitter power coupled
to the antenna, and the returned echo coupled to the receiver with no





Figure 50. Hybrid Transformer Radar Antenna Coupling Unit
From this is can be seen that the receiver and transmitter can uti-
lize the sanne antenna without TR and ATR tubes. There is a six DB
loss in this system, due to the transnnitted power that is dissipated in
the load and the signal power that is returned to the transmitter.
Balun -- The hybrid junction of Cases I and III serve as ideal baluns.
The signal input to one arm (arm one) is evenly divided and applied to
two other arms (arms two and four ) 180 out of phase.
Balanced Mixer -- The hybrid junction of Cases I and III through a
remarkable connbination of the majority 6f its properties serves as an
excellent balanced mixer. One form of a hybrid junction balanced mixer
is shown schenriatically in Figure 51.
LO Input
Figure 51. Hybrid Junction Balanced Mixer
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The balanced mixer utilizes the following Case I and III hybrid junc-
tion properties that were developed in the analyses: there is no coup-
ling between arms one and three; the input from arm one is 180 out of
phase and balanced at arms two and four; the input from arm three is





STRIP TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEMS
As a fitting completion to this phase of the treatise, connplete strip
transmission line systems will now be discussed. A few specific sys-
tems will be covered to show how the individual components are em-
ployed to provide useful, practical devices. These examples show what
has been done with this new concept and provide an insight into the type
of development that may be expected in the near future.
A system that utilizes many of the components that have been con-
sidered in this paper is shown in Figures 51. and 53. It is a prototype
strip line receiver front end, for use at the "C" band frequencies. The
system was developed by the Airborne Instruments Laboratories for the
Raytheon Manufacturing Company under contract from the Bureau of
Ships of the U. S. Navy [20] . The strip line portion of the systenn is
approximately 15" x 6 1/2" x 1" . Comparing this system with the
waveguide system shown in Figure 54 the neat compact form of the strip
line system will be immediately appreciated. Noting the type of con-
struction employed in the strip line systenn, the relative ease with which
it nnay be manufactured should be apparent. The ease of manufacturing
has been verified by the relatively low initial production cost estimates.
Over and above the cost of producing these systems, the fact that in an
emergency a device of this sort could readily be produced in large quan-
tity could significantly assist in planning for wartime production.
The following brief discussion of the operation of the system will
show how the many individual strip line components are used to provide
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HFigure 52. Prototype C Band Receiver Front End
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Figure 53. Protype C Band Receiver Front End,
Opened to Expose Strip Line Circuitry
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the complete device. Starting from the waveguide to coaxial line trans-
ition where the input signal is introduced into the systein. The RF sig-
nal is brought through the coaxial line to arm three of central hybrid
junction. This hybrid junction serves as a balanced mixer with the IF
output taken from arms two and four. The IF output is detected and
passed to the conventional IF amplifier that extends from the back of the
system. The crystal detectors are shown adjacent to RF coaxial input
to the mixer. There are two local oscillator inputs to the balanced
mixer. They are introduced into the network at the two tees that are
shown. The inputs are fed to the mixer through the lower hybrid junc-
tion which is serving as a directional coupler. A 3 DB power loss must
be accepted here because half the power from either local oscillator is
dissipated in the matched load on arnn four of the junction. The annount
of power from either local oscillator to the mixer is controlled by the
variable attenuators, shown on the input strip lines. The signal from
the left local oscillator also goes through another variable attenuator to
an AFC balanced mixer. While the signal from the right local oscillator
also goes through a high-Q strip line transmission resonator, that is
sealed against the effects of humidity, to a fixed attenuator and then to
a detector and output terminal.
This prototype system met the Bureau of Ships environmental speci-
fications for electronic equipment. The noise figure, about 11 DB in-
cluding a broadband TR RF loss and a 2 DB 30 MC IF amplifier, is the
same as could be expected from a comparable receiver made with
waveguide.




























preceding system, but constructed using the microstrip technique, is
shown in Figure 54. This system, developed by the Federal Telecom-
munication Laboratories, is smaller, lighter and less expensive than
the strip line system. However, it also has disadvantages. There is
more loss in the system due to the dielectric and radiation. The system
must be shielded to contain the radiation from the strip. An external
resonator must be employed since microstrip is not a high Q device.
The technique of printing the low frequency circuitry on the dielec-
tric as shown in the figures results in great savings in cost, weight, and
time of production. This technique may also be used with stripline and
sandwich line.
The last system to be discussed is one that is presently under devel-
opnnent at the Airborne Instruments Laboratory for the Sperry Gyroscope
Company under contract fromi the Army Signal Corps. It is a stripline
system with seven RF inputs, seven balanced IF outputs, a single local
oscillator input. The ground plane dinnensions are limited to approxi-
mately 36" X IZ" X 1" . The system, as initially proposed, was to have
seven hybrid junctions to serve as the balanced mixers. The local os-
cillator signal was to be fed to the mixers through a series of tees so
arranged that each pair of mixers was connected to a tee and two pairs
were grouped and connected to another tee and so on down to the main
local oscillator input line where a hybrid junction was employed as the
final tee to reduce sonnewhat the input SWR. A matched load was insert-
ed to represent an eighth mixer to provide the necessary symmetry. A
proposed modification to the system involved feeding the local oscillator
signal to the mixer through a series of power dividers to allow space
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within the ground planes to etch the IF circuitry on the unused portion
of the dielectric sheet.
This brief discussion should be sufficient to perm.it the reader to
visualize the stripline mixer system and appreciate its advantages over
the waveguide systenn that would have to be built to provide the same
function. Figure 55 shows the arrangement that was used to test an in-
dividual hybrid junction that was to be incorporated in the final system.











Microwave antennas nnay be constructed employing the methods
and nnaterials that are used with strip transmission lines, if the basic
principles of practical antenna theory are applied to attain useful radia-
tion patterns. The strip transmission line technique provides a new
means of constructing antennas, particularly arrays of dipoles, that
have long been considered impractical with usual antenna construction,
because of the complex and precise construction that is required at the
microwave frequencies. The flexibility of this new technique seems des-
tined to open a completely new field of microwave antenna development,
and also to induce engineers interested in microwave antennas to dust
off their early editions of the I. R. E. to find low frequency antenna sys-
tems that now may be readily adapted for use in the microwave region.
The Chereix-Mesny array is a good example of the revival of an early
antenna [11] . It was developed in 1929 as a large, low frequency array
supported by tall towers, and now it may be used at microwave frequen-
cies by printing the entire circuit on a flat dielectric sheet less than two
feet square.
Printed antennas offer other advantages in addition to opening a new
field of practical antennas. The low cost and ease of construction make
printed antennas an ideal medium for experimental development both
for antennas destined for use at microwave frequencies and for models
of antennas to be used at lower frequencies. Universities offering
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courses in practical antenna design naay elinninate nnany of the "canned"
type of laboratory experiments that have been required due to the prohi-
bitive length of time necessary for students to construct complex anten-
na arrays of their own design. The use of the printed antenna technique
in the laboratory would pernriit students to design and construct antennas
to the limit of their knowledge and inriagination within the laboratory
tinne allotted. The yagi antenna discussed later in this section is an
example of what could be done in one or two laboratory periods. The
author designed, built and completely tested the array in a single day.
It must be noted, however, that an automatic antenna pattern plotter
was available for obtaining the radiation patterns.
2. Characteristics and Design of Printed Antennas
The initial considerations for the design of an antenna array are the
proper length of individual elennents to obtain the desired current distri-
bution, the input impedance, and the methods of obtaining the proper
phase relationship between the elements to provide the desired radia-
tion pattern.
The elements in a printed antenna will be slightly shorter than their
cylindrical counterparts in a normal antenna array. The difference in
length is caused by the rectangular cross -section of the printed antenna
elements and the presence of the dielectric sheet supporting the array.
Data for determining the equivalent circular cross section of a rectangu-
lar element are available in the literature [30] . The amount that the
elements must be shortened due to the effect of the dielectric sheet is
deternnined experimentally through the use of a slotted line, or by an
examination of the radiation pattern of the antenna.
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The input impedance of several types of printed antennas has been
measured and found to agree favorably with theory. The input impedance
of a single vertical quarter-wave element above a ground plane was two
percent greater than the theoretical value and the input impedance of the
colinear array shown in Figure 56 was nine percent greater than com-
puted.
The radiation patterns of a half-wave folded dipole centered one
wavelength above a six wavelength square ground plane is shown in Fig-
ure 57. From this we can see the pattern compares well with the cal-
culated pattern. There is a slight reduction in the length of the upper
pair of lobes and it is considered due to the limited size of the ground
plane.
The half-wave elennents of a colinear array may all be fed in phase
by joining the adjacent stubs as shown in Figure 56. The simple stubs
provide the required 180 phase shift, however, it was found that the
stubs caused cross-polorized radiation. The undesired radiation was
removed by adding a second stub in parallel with the original one as
shown in Figure 58. The radiation pattern of a five element colinear
array is shown in Figure 59. It is interesting to note that the balanced
feed for this antenna was obtained by placing double shorted stub in the
stripline feed.
A twelve -element yagi array as shown in Figure 60 was constructed
and its radiation pattern is shown in Figures 61 and 62. The patterns
show that the simple construction provided satisfactory results with a
well defined major lobe and a front to back power ratio of 2. 8 .
The broadside array is the most promising type of printed antenna.
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IFigure 56. Input Impedance Test Arrangement
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Figures 63 and 64 show a forty element coplanar broadside array a quar-
ter-wavelength above the ground plane. The facility with which a com-
plex array may be constructed is easily seen from an examination of
these photographs. The array and its associated feed is shown schema-
tically in Figure 65. The radiation patterns in Figures 66 and 67 show
the excellent directional characteristics and low side lobe level of the
array. The YZ plane beam width of 13 and YX plane beam width of 21
were identical with that calculated. A final model of a forty elennent
coplanar array, similar to one shown in Figure 14, has recently been
completed. This array is novel in that the metal antenna configuration
is etched on one side of FF 91 fiberglass. The fiberglass is a particu-
larly weather-proof material and with the array etched on the inside sur-
face, it provides a compact and inexpensive radome. The antenna was
developed for the Army Signal Corps and appears destined to find wide
application in portable field equipment.
A thirty element coplanar broadside array a quarter-wavelength
above a ground plane with its associated hybrid junction balun feed is
shown schematically in Figure 68. Its power radiation pattern is shown
in Figures 69 and 70,
The schematic diagrams and photographs of the arrays illustrate
many of the interesting design and construction features of printed anten-
nas. Two fornr\s of feed are shown, a power divider and parallel line:
and two methods of obtaining a balanced drive, the hybrid ring balun, and
the quarter-wave stub in one of a pair of feed lines. The photographs





Figure 57 . Radiation Intensity Pattern in XY Plane
For Folded Half-wave Dipole Antenna
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Figure 58 . CoUinear Array with Unbalanced Feed
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Figure 59 . Radiation Intensity Pattern in XY Plane
for Five Element Collinear Array
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Figure 61 . Twelve Element 3000 MC Yagi Array

Frequency 2800 MC
Figure 61. Radiation Intensity Pattern 3 Above the XZ Plane
for Twelve Element Yagi Array
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Figure 62. Radiation Intensity Pattern in XY Plane











Figure 63 . Forty Element Coplanar Array
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F igure 66 . Radiation Intensity Pattern in XY Plane

















Figure 67. Radiation Intensity Pattern in YZ Plane





Figure 68a. Hybrid Junction Balun
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The printed Chereix-Mesny array is shown in Figure 70. This
array, without the top and bottom rows of parasitic elements, exhibited
half power beam widths of 14 , measured parallel to the width of the
array. The measured beam widths were essentially the sanae as the com-
puted values, and the side lobe level was down approximately 10 DB.
Printed antennas may also be constructed as arrays of slot antennas.
These are well adapted to the printing technique, however, their use is
not considered general enough to warrant discussion here. Several in-
teresting papers which discuss printed slot antennas in detail have been
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Thirty Element Coplanar Array
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Figure 69 . Radiation Intensity Pattern in XY Plane
for Thirty Element Coplanar Array
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LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION OF CENTER CONDUCTORS
1. Photo etching process
The center conductor of a strip transmission line, made fronn
either solid metal or metal clad dielectric sheets, may be formed by
the photo etching process, following this brief outline of the process.
a. Make a large scale black and white drawing of each side of the
complete layout. The large size is used to insure sharp
straight edges after photo reduction.
b. Photograph the drawing and obtain a negative exactly the size
of the actual layout. '
c. Coat both sides of a well-cleaned sheet of material with a light
sensitive enamel, such as Empire cold-top enamel. Mecha-
nically whirling the sheet while it dries is recommended, since
the enamel coating must cover the sheet uniformly.
d. Place the photographic negative and coated sheet in a contact
printer with the negative over the coated sheet, emulsion side
down.
e. Expose the coated sheet with the proper light, 3200 A for cold
top enamel.
f. Repeat the process with the reverse negative for the opposite
side of the sheet. Extreme caution must be exercised to insure
perfect register of the two patterns.
g. Develop the exposed sheet using a suitable developer,
Mallemkodt for the cold top enannel.
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h. Carefully rinse the developed sheet with a gentle stream of
water,
i. Heat the developed sheet to harden the enamel pattern,
j. Place the sheet in an aerated etching bath until all the unwanted
material is removed. A solution of Ferric Chloride diluted to
38 - 40 Be may be used,
k. Wash the etched pattern and clean off the enamel with a solvent
or charcoal block, and the center conductor is completed.
This process has been used with both copper clad dielectrics and
solid conductors. Center conductors . 020 inches thick of solid brass
etched by this process have shown very slight undercutting.
2. The hand process
The key to successful hand cut center conductor pattern is the pro-
per marking of the nnaterial. A height gauge has been found to be an
ideal instrument for scribing the center conductor pattern with an
accuracy of 0. 0001 inches.
A method of cutting out the center conductor pattern utilizing a
height gauge follows:
a. Insure that there is at least one square corner with straight
edges. A squaring shear is recomnnended for this operation.
b. Paint the surface of the material with Dygum or other metal
dye so that scribed lines will show clearly.
c. List the dinnensions of all the lines to be drawn with reference
to the straight edges. The height gauge will only inscribe
lines parallel to the edges. In some cases, the lines to be
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drawn are not parallel to the edges of the finished piece. In
these instances, use a larger piece of material than is required
so that the lines naay be drawn parallel to the edges of the over-
sized piece. Then the desired size sheet may be cut out after
the lines are drawn. The Cheriex-Mesny array shown in Fig-
ure 71 was scribed on an oversized sheet. The corners were
then cut off to provide the finished product.
d. Set the height gauge in accordance with the list of dimensions.
e. Scribe a line for each setting of the height gauge. Reverse the
sheet and scribe the opposite side before changing the setting
of the gauge. This assures perfect register.'
f. Scribe each line firmly. Maintain constant pressure against
a flat base plate to insure a unifornnly straight line. Do not
repeat on the same side since the scribe tends to creep when
overscribing.
g. With metal clad dielectric sheets, remove unwanted metal by
carefully cutting along the guide lines, then peeling off the
excess. A razor blade type hand cutter, which easily follows
along the indented nnark made by the scribe of the height
gauge, is recommended for this operation. Exercise caution
not to cut all the way through the metal, because the dielectric
sheet would also be scored and much of the support strength
would be lost. The proper depth of cut to remove the metal
with a clean edge is easily determined with practice.
1. After the scribed lines have been accentuated by the
cutter, raise a corner of the metal in the region that
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is to be removed and with small long-nosed pliers, peel
away the unwanted material.
2. Check the accuracy of register by holding the finished sheet
up to a bright light and looking for shadows that would indi-
cate a non-perfect register.
With the solid metal conductor, cut away the unwanted metal
aiter the lines are scribed with either hand shears, a band saw,




POLYIRON ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS AND
DETAILED MIXING AND CURING INSTRUCTIONS.
Mixture 1
:
four parts by weight of GAF Carbonyl iron powder grade E,
one part by weight of Aralydite CN 502 epoxy resin,
six to ten percent (of the Aralydite) of Cathyist 951,
six percent is the lower limit for curing,
ten percent sets in about five minutes.
This mixture is easily machined and provides good attenuation
characteristics, approximately four to eight DB per inch in the fre-
quency range of two to six KMC.
Mixture 2 :
eight parts by weight of GAF Carbonyl iron powder grade E,
one part by weight of Aralydite CN 504 epoxy resin,
six to ten percent (of the Aralydite) of Catlyist 951.
This mixture is best for moulding; the Aralydite 504 is less vicuous.
The large percentage of iron makes the mixture brittle and difficult to
machine, but the attenuation characteristic of this mixture is excellent,
greater than nine to fifteen DB per inch in the frequency range of two
to six KMC.
The naixtures are cured at room temperature or in an oven at 120 F
for two to twenty-four hours, depending on the percentage of Catlyist.




It is best to stir the mixture in a glass container with a wire bent
into a gooseneck. To prevent the formation of air bubbles in the mixture,





TCHEBYSCHEFF DESIGN FOR SERIES OF QUARTER-WAVE
TRANSFORMERS
The following discussion furnishes the basic info rnnation that is
necessary for the Tchebyscheff design of a series of quarter-wave
impedance nnatching transfornners.
In the design band the maximunn VSWR is:
ln[Z /Z ]
s = 1+ till—£_ (1)
T [l/cos^ jmax
or the VSWR at any particular frequency is:
Vl T„,,[cosa/cosOJ
S = 1+ln X (2)
Z^ T^_Jl/cos(^^]
where:
Z . is the higher terminating line impedance
Z. is the lower terminating line impedance
(^ = Z-nLi/x the electrical length of the element at the freq-
uency of interest
(J, = ZttL/Aj the electrical length of the element at the low
frequency end of the design band
T









T-, . = 4x^-3x
3(x)
m+l(x) ~ m(x)" m-l(x)
or T . . may be computed from the following equivalent expressions:
T . . = COS [mcos x] x < 1
m(x) •
T . . = coshfincosh' x] 1 < x
m(x) "^ ^
The physical length of the quarter-wave elements is determined by:
L = ^ = — =— (3)
4 ZLA^+A^]
where: ->
Ap is the wavelength at the design center of the
frequency band
A, is the wavelength at the low frequency end of the
frequency band
>P is the wavelength at the high frequency end of
the frequency band
Now for convenience define the quantity "p":
180°-a,
p = f,/f,= \/^Z= ^2/^=-^ <^^ .
therefore: <p. =
1+p
The following six rules provide a means of determining the
coefficients a of the Tchebyscheff polynomial by means of an
easily constructed table. The nnethod was devolped for an antenna
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Iapplication by R. E. Graves, in a paper as yet unpublished.
1. In the first column first row place the number 2.
2. In the second colunnn second row place x^, where:
Xq = l/cos(^j
3. For additional entries in the first column multiply the number
that is in the second column of the row above by 2 x^ and
subtract the number that is directly above in the first column.
4. In any other column add the elements to the left and right in
the row above, multiply by x^., then subtract the number that
is directly above in the same column,
5. Where there is no entry assume it to be zero.
6. The elements in each row are in the ratio of the a constants,m
Example: The following table is computed for a two-to-one frequency







Fronn the table, the values of the a constants are deternnined.m
The number of steps in the transformer is equal to n, and the number




n = 1 1
n = 2 11
n = 3 13/2 1
n = 4 19/4 9/4 1
n = 5 1 3 33/8 3 1
The values of the impedances are determined by:
Z ., a ln[Z ., /Z,]
Z^ a,+a,+ a^' * +a„m I c J n
Using formula (5), starting at either of the known end impedances,
i, e. , Z ,, = Z ,, or Z = Z,, the characteristic impedance of
mrl n+1 mi
each section of the series may be progressively determined.
Example: A two step, single section quarter-wave transformer.
From the table of a constants for n = 2, a, = 1, a^ = 1.m 1 c.
From equation (5):
Z 2m
or: ln[Z2/Zj = lTi[Z^/Z^] = In Fz^T^^
Therefore: Z^ = y z,Z,13
Example: A five step, four section impedance transformer to operate
with minimum VSWR in the frequency band of from 3,000 to 6,000 MC,
and with an input impedance of 150 ohms and the output innpedance
50 ohms.
p = 2; (^ = 60°; Z^^^ = 150; Z^ =50.
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The required a constants may be determined from the n = 5
line of the previously calculated table.
Proceeding as in the previous exannple:
ln[Z,/50] = In f 150/50] ^ 0.0906
^ 2 ' 1+3+33/8+3+1
Therefore: Z^ = 54. 7 ohms
ln[Z^/54. 7] = 3x0. 0906
Continue the routine until all the irnpedances have been determined.
The lengths of the sections are obtained from fornaula (3):
L = >;l ^2 ^ = \0^\^ = 1. 67 cm.
2[Aj +
.^2J 2[l0+5]
Reference to the characteristic impedance nomagraph, Figure 8
will permit the determination of the width of the center conductor,
connmensurate with ground plane spacing and conductor thickness.
Figure 22 shows the actual size of the series of transformers com-





THE BEHAVIOR OF THE HYBRID JUNCTION OVER A
WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE
The hybrid junction may be employed over a wide frequency
range if a slight deteriation in performance may be accepted. This
appendix is a limited quantative investigation into the effect of
varying frequency on the characteristics of the shunt hybrid junction.
The analysis of this appendix is similar in procedure to the
analyses of Chapter IV. Here a single general equivalent circuit
will be drawn to cover all types of junctions at all frequencies.
The general pi equivalent circuit for a length of transmission
line is: • v / • rt
-J Y/sin0
jYtan0/2 jYtan0/2






















Yqj+J[Yj (tan0j/2- 1 /sin 0^) + Y^ (tan 0^ /2 - l/sin0^)]
"^02 "^ J [ Yjftan 0^ /2 - 1 /sin ^ ) + Y^ (tati 3/2 - 1 /sin 0^) ]
Yq3 + j[Y2 (tan 0^/2- 1 /sin 0^) + Y^ (tan 0^/2 - l/sin03)]
^04 +JtY3(tan03/2- l/sin03) + Y^(tan0^/2- l/sin0^)]
and
^12 = ^21 = JYj/sin0^
^23 = ^32 = JY2/8in02
^34 " ^43 " JY3/8in03
^14 " "^41 ~ i^4^^^^ ^4
= [2TTf/c]L
n " n
The determinant may now be solved, for specific values of Y , Y„ ,
'
-• r n On
L , and f, to determine the characteristics of any shunt hybrid junction
at any frequency. This calculation is quite tedious with a slide rule,
but results of reasonable accuracy may be obtained. The author




The results, as plotted by the computer, are shown in figures
D-1 through D-7. The classification of the types of junctions is in
accordance with the definitions in Chapter IV. The validity of the
calculations is confirmed by the agreement of the nneasured and
calculated data. The test arrangement for obtaining the measured
data for figures D-1 and D-4 is shown in figure 55. The center
frequency of the measured data for figure D-6 was shifted ten percent
from the design center to correspond with the apparent actual oper-
ating center frequency. The design center frequency is located at
0. 880 on the relative frequency scale. All measurements were
performed at the Airborne Instruments Laboratory. The center
frequency was in the C band.
CONCLUSIONS
The hybrid junction may be utilized over a wide frequency range
if the slight deteriation in perfornaance , due to off center frequency
operation, may be allowed consistant with other circuit considerations.
Quantitatively the Case I or 1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 3/4 wave junction maintains
the balance of the magnitude difference between arms two and four
within one DB over a thirty percent band width (fifteen percent on
either side of the center frequency), while the phase difference varies
linearly from 190 to 170 . The isolation between arms one and three
is greater than 20 DB within the band width. It is interesting to note
that the 48 DB isolation measured with the stripline hybrid junction
is identical with that measured with a waveguide hybrid junction [9].
The Case II or 1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 wave junction has essentially
the same nnagnitude balance as Case I. Less than one DB difference
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within a thirty percent band width. The phase difference of arms two and
three remained within the range of 275 to 265 throughout the band.
The isolation of arms one and four was greater than 36 DB within
the band.
The author regrets that this appendix could not be presented in a
more conaplete manner. The extreme length of time required to develop
the program due to initial unfamiliarity with digital connputation tech-
niques and repeated computer and plotter failures while attempting to
make the final calculations exhausted the time available for this phase
of the work. T he completed progranm and associated punched cards
are on file with the Chairman of the Engineering Electronics Department
awaiting the continuation of this work at a later dat§.
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Design of strip transmission
line systems and antennas.

